Flexible. Connected. Data driven. Adaptive.

YANTRA Mobile
Optimize task execution
on any device
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YANTRA Mobile
YANTRA Mobile integrates with your
existing warehouse management
system, and provides a sleek, intuitive
interface. This reduces training time and
increases efficiency when executing
tasks.

Key Benefits
ü Intuitive interface reduces training
and errors
ü Touch screen and keypad support
ü Supports any device size and
resolution

Overview
Say goodbye to outdated interfaces on
handheld devices. The YANTRA Mobile
User Interface (UI) application layer
provides a modern, user friendly
experience for today’s warehouse
employees.
For years warehouse workers have been
burdened with antiquated screens.
Often text based, and lacking any
contextual information, RFID Reader
screens are confusing and require
extensive training. But not anymore.

ü Provides additional information on
larger screens
ü Can run on any browser that
supports HTML 5
ü Works with any WMS that has an
API architecture

Key Features
Mobile device agnostic

Supports multiple inputs

ü Can run on any mobile device that
support HTML5. For more details, see
YANTRA Mobile.

ü Supports both touch screens and
physical keypads

Supports custom processes
ü UI can be customized to reduce
manual entry, and increase task
execution efficiency
Responsive Design
ü Adapts to the device size (mobile,
RFID Reader, tablet)

ü Supports barcode scanning
Supports all warehouse
tasks
Supports all key warehouse tasks
including:
ü Receive
ü Putaway

ü Displays more information on larger
devices. This means your forklift
operators using a tablet interface will
see additional contextual information
to help them do their jobs.

ü Pick

Intuitive User Experience (UX)

ü Can work with any WMS that has
an API architecture

ü Intuitive interface reduces training
and errors
ü Relevant contextual information helps
users understand the current status
of the task

ü Pack
ü Count
WMS agnostic

Want to get more
from your handheld
devices and tablets?
Learn more about how YANTRA
Mobile can help you increase
productivity and reduce training.
Schedule a demo today or
contact us for more information.
info@yantracommerce.com
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